a trend towards small families, abortion, and homosexuality. With the outbreak of war, the Lebensborn's function was extended to the "germanization" of racially sound children from the occupied territories who were the offspring of liaisons between German military personnel and women from those territories or whose parents had been killed or imprisoned. Such children were effectively seized and brought to Germany for adoption in SS households.
If the role of an editor is to present his material imaginatively, to explain discrepancies, to provide relevant supplementary information, to adduce significant features and to assess the merits of the work within its historical and scientific context, Dr Houston has succeeded admirably in his task. He has done more, for his insights into the character and performance of the expedition's members highlight the fatal obstinacy which underlay Franklin's charm, the faith and courage which shone through Richardson's multi-faceted scientific abilities, the tenacity and dependability which characterized Back in times of crisis, and the vital role of the Indians. Only one ofthe expedition's five officers was lost, but nine of the final eleven voyageurs fell victim to the combined effects of environmental stress, unremitting toil, and starvation.
Singled out for special mention are the qualities of the French-Canadian interpreter, Pierre St Germain, without whose intelligence, resourcefulness, and dexterity, Dr Houston believes "we would have had no surviving officers, no published journals and no books of natural history". Other Indians brought succour, compassion, and sustenance, and Dr Houston pays belated tribute to these "unsung heroes" of Franklin's important first expedition, which defined an important stretch of the northern coastline of mainland Canada and laid the foundation for subsequent naval Helmont, Cambridge, 1985) but it is also true to say that they have never been surpassed by any subsequent scholarship. Indeed, it might even be said that when the history of the history of science comes to be written this collection will stand sure testimony to Pagel's historiographical influence and importance. In the early (pre-1945) pieces, for example, the author repeatedly makes whiggish pleas that "Paracelsus created the modem conception of disease" or that Helmont was led by his religious views "to an extraordinarily well-founded vitalism which approaches reality". In 1935, statements like that had to be made, to justify any studies which strayed too far from the positivist paths of pure scientific progress. Pagel's aim, as so entertainingly expressed in the first essay in this collection, was 'The vindication of "rubbish"' (1945) . Here, and in his other early studies, Pagel was trying to beat whiggish historians of science at their own game. He was able to show that even those aspects of sixteenth-or seventeenth-century natural philosophy which measure up most convincingly to a modem scientist were derived from religious and Neoplatonic beliefs-rubbish--of the most recondite kind. By the 1960s, however, Pagel clearly thought this battle had been won and was far less apologetic about the "relevance" of his later studies of "gnostic" ideas in the Paracelsian corpus. Pagel played a major role in changing the historiography of science in this way and this collection presents some of the best evidence there is of the fruitfulness of his approach.
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